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Educator’s Background Information

Music filled the still night air. Somewhere out in the
darkness of the African savanna, lions roared. First
one, then another, and finally a third called forming a
deep chorus. The pride members listened for a
response from the neighboring pride. The deep voice
of a male lion rose from the distance. Warnings,
welcomes, territorial announcements, and declarations
of pride strength and size were loudly broadcast
through the darkness. 
Vocalizing is just one of the many behaviors lions and
cheetahs use to make their way in the world. The word
behavior is used to describe an animal’s natural habits and
actions. Like physical adaptations, behavioral adaptations
are designed to help individuals survive within their specific
habitat. Both lions and cheetahs have behavioral adaptations
specifically designed to help them survive life in their savanna
home. Sleeping, hunting, finding water, and avoiding
predators are just some of the survival behaviors that lions
and cheetahs display every day. Others include:  

Communication: Talking – African Cat style
Like you, cheetahs and lions communicate for a variety of
reasons and in a variety of ways. While you talk, use hand
signals, make a phone call, or send a text message, lions and
cheetahs roar, chirp, scent mark, or claw trees to warn off
adversaries, keep youngsters close by, find a mate, or
strengthen family bonds. Here are some of the unique ways
that lion and cheetahs communicate:

Vocalizations
While we are all familiar with a lion’s roar, lions and cheetahs
use a wide variety of sounds to communicate. 
Cheetah Vocalizations Include:
• Purring: As with house cats and domestic cats, this sound
indicates a friendly, contented mood. Sometimes it can also
be a sign of nervousness.

• Chirping: Female cheetahs use this high-pitched bird-like
chirp to call their cubs. It also serves as a greeting, but is
reserved for family members. 

• Stutter Call: This unique call is used by a male on the trail
of a female. A female cheetah will also use it when telling
her cubs to follow closely.

• Growling, Hissing: These aggressive sounds are used
when defending themselves, their territory, or their young. 
At the same time, the cheetah may also lunge, slap the
ground, and crouch to emphasize the point! 

• Bleating: This sound expresses distress. 

• Ihn-Ihn: This call alternates with chirping and is used 
by females to call their young. 

Lion Vocalizations Include:
• Humming: Instead of purring, lions hum when they 
are content. 

• Puffing: This sound (which sounds like a faint “pfft pfft”) 
is made by lions when they approach each other with
peaceable intentions.

• Woofing: This sound is made when a lion is startled.

• Grunting: This is used as a way of keeping in touch when
the pride is on the move.

• Roaring: Both male and female lions roar. Females may
roar to protect their cubs from an intruding male or to call
nearby females to help defend their young. Resident males
(those who live with a pride of females) are often seen
roaring at night to advertise their location and strength to
rival males, to communicate with pride members, warn off
other males, or intimidate rival males during a fight. Male
lions who are nomadic (traveling without a pride) seldom
roar. Without the strength of a pride behind them, they
prefer not to let their whereabouts be known. Sometimes
an entire pride roars in chorus; this is a way to strengthen
important social bonds. Thanks to the lion’s sensitive
hearing, they are able to discriminate the roars of large
groups from small groups and the roars of companions
from strangers.

Why Cheetahs Can’t Roar and Lions Can’t Purr 
Only four cats can roar: the leopard, the jaguar, the tiger, and
the lion. For this reason, they are all classified in the genus
Panthera. Their secret is a two-piece hyoid bone in the throat;
other cats have only one. But the rigidity of these bones
prevents these larger cats from purring. Smaller cats like
cheetahs, bobcats, lynx, cougars, caracals, servals, and
domestic (house) cats vibrate their larynxes. This resonates
their more flexible hyoid bone, allowing them to purr
continuously while breathing in and out. 

BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATIONS
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN AFRICAN CAT
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Other Types of Communication:

Body Language
Just like we use waving, smiling, and nodding to
communicate, lions and cheetahs use body language to
communicate as well. Face licking, and cheek rubbing are
common greeting gestures. A threatening stiff-legged
approach with the head below the shoulders sometimes
followed by a charge clearly tells intruders to “go away!”
Cheetah may also lunge, slap the ground, flatten their ears,
and bare their teeth. This is alternated with crouching and
open mouthed snarls to emphasize the point! 

Scent Marking 
If you have a pet dog or cat you may be familiar with this
communication strategy. Both lions and cheetahs mark their
territory by leaving urine and dung (poop) “calling cards” on
the ground, in trees, on bushes, fences, and other objects. In
addition to dung and urination, these cats sometimes scratch
the ground or stand up and scratch tree trunks with their
claws, similar to a house cat when it scratches the furniture.
Why? Although these scrapes may simply be part of the claw-
maintenance process, many researchers believe it is another
way for these cats to announce their presence, since scent
from the paws is left behind. Territorial boundaries can also
be marked with saliva and secretions of cheek scent glands.
What’s the advantage of all this fuss? By advertising their
territorial boundaries, adult males and females scent mark
and cheek mark to demonstrate their presence and give
neighboring cats ample opportunity to avoid a life-
threatening face-to-face encounter.

Playtrees: A Tree with a Unique Purpose 
In Namibia and Botswana, cheetahs have been observed
using “play trees” – large trees with low sloping branches 
to observe their surroundings and communicate with other
cheetahs. In Namibia, where trees are scarce, cheetahs have
been known to travel for days and pass through several
farmlands to “post a message” on a play tree. These
messages may be in the form of dung, urine, or claw marks.
Other cheetahs inspect the markings to identify the cheetahs
who have passed through the area. 

Grooming
Like house cats, both lions and cheetahs groom the fur of
others in their groups with their hard, rough tongues. This
removes dirt and scabs and helps to strengthen bonds
between individuals. 

Sleeping, Hunting and Defending 
Territory: One Habitat, Two Different
Lifestyles
While both lions and cheetahs are adapted for savanna 
living, their sleeping, hunting, and defense strategies are 
quite different. 

Cheetah: Speedy, Solitary Daytime Hunters
Much more solitary than the highly social lion, cheetah
females live alone except when they are raising cubs (which
they raise on their own). In addition to caring for their cubs
and protecting them from predators, females must also teach
their cubs how to hunt and survive on their own. The female
and her cubs separate when the cubs are about 18 months.
The cubs usually stay together as a sibling group for another
six months, perfecting their hunting and survival skills as a
group. When they are two years old, female siblings leave the
sibling group to look for a mate and raise cubs of their own.
Male siblings may venture out on their own or stay with their
brothers in a small permanent group or coalition. Both lone
females and some male coalitions defend territories and fight
fiercely with intruders. Unlike most animals, the female’s
territory tends to be larger than the males in order to 
support the cubs. 

Dependant on sight and speed for finding and hunting prey,
cheetahs are diurnal, or active during the daytime, rather than
nighttime like lions and most other wild cats. This allows the
cheetah to make the most of the times when other predators
are not active. 

To avoid overheating while chasing prey, cheetahs prefer to
hunt during the cooler parts of the day, like early morning,
late afternoon, or early evening. Cheetahs can often be seen
sitting on high points like termite mounds, where they can
view potential prey or other predators. At night, cheetahs rest
in secluded spots among thick shrubs or rocks. During the
hottest part of the day, they rest in the shade. Preferring to
avoid other predators rather than fight, they move on a
regular basis to avoid being detected. 

Lions: Powerful, Social Nighttime Predators
Unlike cheetahs and most other members of the cat family,
lions are highly social animals that live in prides or family
groups of 20–30 animals of different ages. The size of the
pride depends on the amount of available food. Some prides
include one male while others can include as many as four,
usually brothers. Males are strongly territorial and challenge
intruders, while lionesses fight off other females. Males often
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fight until one lion is a clear winner. While the winner takes
over dominance of the territory and of the pride, scientists
say that on average a male lion only lives with a pride for
about two to three years before being ousted by a stronger,
often younger male. Unlike cheetahs, lions are nighttime
(nocturnal) hunters and often hunt in groups.The female
lionesses do most of the hunting for the pride.

Due to their large size and muscular build, lions generate a
lot of heat. Just walking across an open plain can leave them
panting! To help keep themselves cool, lions spend much of
their day (up to 20 hours in some cases) sleeping or resting. 

Family Life: Growing up 
African Cat Style
Playing, learning, eating, sleeping and interacting with family
members. Sound familiar? Like you, lions and cheetah do a
lot of growing and learning on their way to becoming adults. 

Cheetahs:
The average litter size for a female cheetah is between four 
to five cubs, although anywhere from one to six is possible.
Although cheetahs can give birth any time of year, the peak
season is March through June. Cubs are grey and sport a
mane of hair called a mantle that helps the cubs blend into
the tall grass of the savanna. It also provides protection from
sun and rain. Some scientists think it may also help them
resemble a honey badger, which is a small, very aggressive
animal that is usually left alone by predators. The mantle
begins to disappear at around three months old. 

During the first few weeks of life, the mother hides her 
cubs in thick underbrush and moves them often to avoid
predators. Since she has to leave her cubs alone while she
goes off to hunt, this is an especially dangerous time for the
cubs. Many starve due to lack of prey, die of exposure, or 
are attacked by predators. In some parks with high predator
populations, as many as 90% of the cubs die before reaching
three months old. Cubs begin walking at three weeks and
when cubs are about six weeks old, they begin to follow their
mother around. 

They stay with her for 18 months, while she teaches them
hunting and survival skills. When the cubs are 18 months old,
the mother and cubs separate. Siblings usually stay together
as a group for another six months. At two years old, the
female cubs, now young adults, go off to live on their own
and search for a mate. Male siblings usually stay together for
life in small groups or coalitions. 

Lions: 
Female lions usually give birth to a litter of between one to
four cubs about every two years. Since they are born
completely helpless, she keeps them hidden from other
animals, including her own pride until they are about eight
weeks old. In a pride, females often give birth around the
same time (a process called synchronized birthing). Mothers
of similarly aged cubs form a crèche, or nursery group, and
remain together for one to two years. Crèche-mates will often
nurse each other’s cubs, though they give priority to their
own offspring followed by the offspring of their closest
relatives. Mothers of single cubs produce the same amount of
milk as mothers of large litters, and therefore are the least
resistant to nursing other cubs. The primary advantage of
forming a crèche is that a group of females is better able to
protect their young against coalitions, or groups of ousted
male lions from other prides. When male lions locate a new
pride, they fight the existing males for the pride. If they are
successful, the new males eliminate any of the pride’s cubs.
Why? Mothers with cubs will not breed again until their cubs
are 18 months old. Male lions are unwilling to spend that
much time and energy caring for cubs that are not their own.
Without cubs, though, the female lions are ready to mate
within days. So eliminating the cubs ensures that the new
male will be able to father a litter before he is pushed out of
the pride by another, stronger male. Since males are typically
1½ times larger than females, a male can easily overpower a
female. However, a crèche with at least two mothers can
successfully protect at least some of their cubs against these
outside invaders. 

While females do all that they can to protect their cubs from
invading males and other predators, they will abandon cubs 
if there is not enough food available. While this may seem
harsh, it is more important for the future of the species and
the pride that the female survives and has the opportunity to
produce litters in the future when prey is more abundant. 

Life Lessons 
Like you, young cheetahs and lions, from about six weeks to
18 months old, “go to school” to learn how to get along in
the world. Playing, observing adults, and exploring their
savanna habitat help them learn the survival skills they 
need as adults. 

Learning Through Play
Like many animals (including humans) young lions and
cheetahs learn a lot through play. Stalking one another,
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chasing, wrestling, and playing tug-of-war helps them develop
strength and coordination. Tackling, tripping each other, and
chasing small ground birds allows them to practice their
hunting skills.

Young cheetahs also watch their mother hunt. At about nine
months she begins bringing back live prey for them to chase
under her supervision so they can perfect their timing and
coordination. 

For lions, hunting training begins around three months of
age. Although cubs still nurse the young, the lionesses also
take them to eat after a successful hunt. Just before a cub
turns one, they begin to hunt prey. However, their skills are
not perfected until they are about two or three years old.
Unlike male cheetahs, the pride’s resident males help care 
for the youngsters by protecting them from intruding lions
and taking down prey that is too large for the mothers to
catch. Although cubs will usually stay at a distance when 
they are small, older cubs sometimes approach and play 
with their fathers. 

Growing up and Moving Out: 
At around 18 months, when they have grown to sub-adults,
cheetah cubs leave their mother. However, they stay together
for up to six more months. At around 20–30 months, the
females leave their littermates to search for suitable mates
and start their own families. Like their mothers, they will 

raise their families on their own without the help of a male.
Males live alone or with their brothers in permanent groups
called coalitions until they are about four years old. These
groups may stay together for life, claim territories, hunt, 
and find mates together.

Lionesses take care of their cubs until the cubs reach two
years of age. The pride then forces out the male cubs. Once
on their own, they must either fend for themselves, form a
coalition with other males (often from the same pride), or
find another pride. Female cubs are allowed to stay with the
pride and have cubs of their own. However, about one
third of the females will leave to form new prides. 

Scientists: Observing and Studying
African Cat Lifestyles 
How do we know so much about the daily lives of lions and
cheetahs? Scientists study their daily activities by observing
them in the field, tracking their movements through the use
of radio collars, and photographing them using motion
triggered cameras near feeding areas, play trees, and other
areas frequented by these African cat species. They also
observe and record their daily activities. From long term
observations, scientists are able to design and use ethograms
to ask and answer specific questions about African cats and
their behaviors (for example, how long cubs stay with their
mother and how they learn to hunt). 
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African Cat Behavioral Adaptations

Procedures
1. Discuss what they know about lion and cheetah

behaviors. The following questions may be helpful in
encouraging discussion:

a. How do you think a lion spends its day? What do you
think it does most? 

b. How do you think a cheetah spends its day? What do
you think it does most?

c. Who do you think lions spend the most time with? 
How about cheetahs? Do these animals live alone 
or in groups?

2. Write their answers on the board. Tell students that they
will now participate in an activity to learn about how lions
spend their day.

3. First, distribute worksheet 37 to the class. Tell students that
the top portion of this worksheet shows a typical day for a
lion. The pie chart represents a lion’s daily activity cycle. An
activity cycle is a way for scientists to organize how an
animal spends its day. Ask students the following questions:

a. Based on this pie chart, what does a lion spend 
most of its day doing? Students should say resting.

b.What does it spend the least amount of time doing?
Students should say playing and scent marking.

c. Why do you think this is? Students may have a variety
of answers. Tell the class that lions rest often for several
reasons. They are big, muscular animals and it takes 
a lot of energy to capture prey. When they aren’t
hunting, they usually rest to recover. It is also hot on
the savanna, so less movement helps them escape the

HOW DO LIONS AND CHEETAHS 
SPEND THEIR DAY? 

Grade: 4–6 |  Length of Activity: 1 hour |  Subjects: Science |  Staff: One teacher or volunteer

DESCRIPTION
By completing an activity cycle and observing lion and cheetah behaviors, students will
gain a better understanding of behavioral adaptations and the social structure of lions 
and cheetahs. Lions live in social groups called prides. Cheetahs live alone or in small
groups. Although their behaviors and social structure may be different, both African cats
are equally adapted to life on the savanna.

OBJECTIVES
Through participation in this activity students will:
• Create a daily activity cycle.
• Compare a daily activity cycle for lions to their own activity cycle.
• Examine African cat behaviors and understand their purpose.
• Identify five African cat behaviors using video clips.*
• Draw conclusions about how behavioral adaptations help lions and cheetahs 
survive in the wild.

POSITIVE ACTIONS TO HELP AFRICAN CATS
Learn more about African cats like lions and cheetahs by visiting websites or 
reading books listed in this guide. 

MATERIALS
• Worksheet 37: How do 
lions spend their time?
– activity sheet
• Worksheet 38: What African 
cat behaviors do you see?
– activity sheet
• Video clips of lions and 
cheetahs in the wild
• Pencils or pens for each 
student

SET UP
• Make copies of worksheet 37:
How do lions spend their 
time? for each student.
• Make copies of worksheet 38:
What African cat behaviors 
do you see? 
• Cue up the provided video 
clips on the computer or
television screen.
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*LION BEHAVIOR: http://a.media.global.go.com/disneynature/africancats/downloads/video_lion_behavior.zip
*CHEETAH BEHAVIOR: http://a.media.global.go.com/disneynature/africancats/downloads/video_cheetah_behavior.zip
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heat. Finally, lions tend to eat large meals every few
days. Resting helps conserve their engery making it
less important to eat every day..

d.Why do you think grooming and playing are important,
even if lions do not do it as often? Grooming is
important because it helps lions stay clean. But, it also
is a way to strengthen their bonds with each other –
like us giving each other a high five or hug. Playing
helps cubs practice their hunting skills. It also
strengthens their bonds with each other.

4. After discussing the lion activity cycle, tell students it is
their turn to make their own activity cycle (4th graders
may need extra help with this portion of the activity).
Have them calculate how much time they spend doing
the following things in a day:

a. Resting/sleeping (any time a student is sitting quietly,
napping or sleeping)

b. Traveling (any time a student is moving from one place
to another – examples could be the time spent in a car
or bus on the way to and from school, moving between
classes and lunch, and the time spent traveling between
the end of school and bedtime)

c. Eating

d. Playing (this could include unstructured play or time
spent in sports, drama, music, or playing games –
either board games or electronically)

e. School/homework (this includes the time students
spend at school or completing homework)

f. Other (doing anything else that does not fit into one 
of the categories above)

5. After students have completed their activity cycle, 
ask them to compare it to the lion activity cycle. Use
questions to engage students in a class discussion 
around similarities and differences between both cycles.

6. Tell students that now they are going to use their
understanding of how a lion spends its day and decode
the lion and cheetah behaviors they see. Using video 
clips, they will have to decide what behaviors they are
observing and how much time is spent doing those
behaviors.*

7. Review the background information with the class. Then,
pass out Worksheet 38: What African cat behaviors do
you see? and tell students that this is an example of an
ethogram. Ethograms are a special list of behaviors that
scientists use to record observations when studying
animals in the wild. There are two ethograms; one for
lions and one for cheetahs. Both have the same behaviors
listed. Tell students that these are the behaviors they will
be looking for when watching the video clips. Review each
of the behaviors using the chart below:

BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION
Resting Inactive – laying still or sleeping

Walking Traveling at a normal speed from one
point to another

Stalking Crouching low and/or following a 
prey species in the attempt to capture 
it for food

Capturing Prey Chasing or taking down prey 

Eating In the process of ingesting food (biting,
putting food in mouth, chewing)

Caring for Young Nursing, feeding, grooming, 
or protecting cubs

Playing Interacting with each other in a friendly
manner (wrestling, chasing, pawing)

Scent Marking Rubbing its face against an object,
clawing a tree, or spraying an area with
urine to mark territory

8. Choose to divide the class into smaller groups to watch
each video clip or show them to the entire class at once.
Play the lion video clip first and have students record their
observations. Be sure to mention that these observations
should be done individually; students should not discuss
or compare answers until the exercise is over. 

9. After the class has viewed the lion clip, show students the
cheetah clip. Have them record their observations on the
ethogram without discussing or comparing their answers
(you may choose to repeat the clips if students need more
time to record behaviors).
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*LION BEHAVIOR: http://a.media.global.go.com/disneynature/africancats/downloads/video_lion_behavior.zip
*CHEETAH BEHAVIOR: http://a.media.global.go.com/disneynature/africancats/downloads/video_cheetah_behavior.zip
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10. When presenting the behavior clips to the class, it may be
helpful to have students watch each clip twice. To become
familiar with the content first, students should watch the
clip without making any marks on the worksheet. Then,
students should watch the video clips for a second time
while completing Worksheet 38: What African Cat
Behaviors Do You See? This will allow students more 
time to successfully process and observe all of the 
big cat behaviors.  

11. It is important to note that observing animal behaviors is 
not an easy task, even for experienced researchers!
Therefore, students may have varying answers to
Worksheet 38. After completing the activity, use the
answer key to help guide students in their understanding
of what behaviors were observed in each clip. Encourage
students to draw conclusions around the complexities of
recording and observing animal behavior. Class discussion
could also serve as a preview to the next lesson by
focusing on the use of technology (such as video
equipment and recorded clips) as a useful tool for
understanding big cat behavior.

Wrap-up
Use the discussion points and questions below to discuss
their findings:

• Did your findings support the predictions you made about
how lions and cheetahs spend their day at the beginning of
this lesson? This is an open ended question. All answers
are acceptable.

• Compare your daily activity cycle to the lion activity cycle.
Explain any similarities and differences. This is an open
ended question. All answers are acceptable.

• Using what you know about lion and cheetah behaviors
hypothesize why lions and cheetahs would spend the
majority of their time resting. Lions and cheetahs are top
predators – however, this means it often takes a lot of
energy to catch and take down prey. As a result, after
hunting or eating, lions and cheetahs rest. Also, the
savanna can be very hot, so resting often helps these cats
conserve energy and stay cool.

• How are the behaviors listed in the ethogram used by
African cats in the wild? For detailed descriptions of African
cat behaviors and how they are used in the wild, refer to
the Educator’s Background Information at the beginning of
this section.

• Make comparisons between African cat behaviors such as
playing and scent marking to behaviors we use every day.
Answers will vary, but students’ might equate scent
marking to talking on the phone or sending an e-mail.
Playing is similar to our play – it is good exercise, we can
learn from play, and it can strengthen our friendships
(social bonds) with others.
After completing this activity cycle and observing lion and
cheetah behaviors, students should have gained better
understanding of behavioral adaptations and the social
structure of lions and cheetahs. 

Extensions
• Encourage students to create a backyard ethogram. Have
students choose an animal near their schoolyard or
neighborhood and create an ethogram with behaviors they
would expect to see. Then, take the class outdoors to
observe the animal they choose. Students should sit quietly
and watch their animal for at least three minutes. Have
them compare their animal’s behaviors to the lion and
cheetah behaviors they observed in the clip.

• Take students to a local park, nature center, or zoo and
encourage them to observe animal behaviors at any of
these locations using an ethogram (they may even be able
to visit an AZA-accredited zoo with lions or cheetahs!). Then
have the class compare the behaviors they observed to
those of the lions and cheetahs in the video clips.

Evaluation
• To evaluate student comprehension, have students correctly
answer the corresponding Big Ideas for Big Cats question
card and place it on the bulletin board. 
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STUDENT
ACTIVITY CYCLE

(SAMPLE)

Sleep

School

TV

Social/Sports

Homework

Eating

Other

Use the circle below to create your own activity cycle. How much time do you spend doing each of 
the listed activities? How does your activity compare to a lion’s?

Below is a sample student activity cycle. Answers will vary for each student.

Resting

Walking

Stalking, capturing prey, eating

Playing

Caring for young, grooming, 
scent marking, roaring, patrolling

HOW DO LIONS SPEND THEIR TIME?
ANSWER KEY

LION ACTIVITY
CYCLE
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RESTING

WALKING

STALKING

CAPTURING PREY

EATING

CARING FOR YOUNG

PLAYING

SCENT MARKING

OBSERVING 
LION BEHAVIOR

NUMBER OF TIMES 
THE BEHAVIOR OCCURS:

Researcher’s Name

Date of Observation

Researcher’s Name

Date of Observation

Watch the provided video clips. As you see a lion
do one of the things listed below, make a tally
mark in the box that matches that behavior.

OBSERVING 
CHEETAH BEHAVIOR

Watch the provided video clips. As you see a
cheetah do one of the things listed below, make a
tally mark in the box that matches that behavior.

Number of Times the 
Behavior OccursType of Behavior

RESTING

WALKING

STALKING

CAPTURING PREY

EATING

CARING FOR YOUNG

PLAYING

SCENT MARKING

NUMBER OF TIMES 
THE BEHAVIOR OCCURS:
Number of Times the 

Behavior OccursType of Behavior

WHAT AFRICAN CAT BEHAVIORS DO YOU SEE?
ANSWER KEY
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worksheet 37

LION ACTIVITY
CYCLE

STUDENT
ACTIVITY CYCLE

Resting

Walking

Stalking, capturing prey, eating

Playing

Caring for young, grooming, 
scent marking, roaring, patrolling

Sleep

School

TV

Social/Sports

Homework

Eating

Other

Use the circle below to create your own activity cycle. How much time do you spend doing each of 
the listed activities? How does your activity compare to a lion’s?
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RESTING

WALKING

STALKING

CAPTURING PREY

EATING

CARING FOR YOUNG

PLAYING

SCENT MARKING

OBSERVING 
LION BEHAVIOR

NUMBER OF TIMES 
THE BEHAVIOR OCCURS:

Researcher’s Name

Date of Observation

Researcher’s Name

Date of Observation

Watch the provided video clips. As you see a lion
do one of the things listed below, make a tally
mark in the box that matches that behavior.

OBSERVING 
CHEETAH BEHAVIOR

Watch the provided video clips. As you see a
cheetah do one of the things listed below, make a
tally mark in the box that matches that behavior.

WHAT AFRICAN CAT BEHAVIORS DO YOU SEE?
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worksheet 38

Number of Times the 
Behavior OccursType of Behavior

RESTING

WALKING

STALKING

CAPTURING PREY

EATING

CARING FOR YOUNG

PLAYING

SCENT MARKING

NUMBER OF TIMES 
THE BEHAVIOR OCCURS:
Number of Times the 

Behavior OccursType of Behavior




